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	CMS Made Simple 1.6: Beginner's Guide, 9781847198204 (1847198201), Packt Publishing, 2010

	CMS Made Simple is a an open source content management system that allows rapid website development in a fraction of the normal time, avoiding hours of coding by providing modules and 3rd Party add-ons. With this book in hand you will be able to harness the power of this modular and extendable content management system at your fingertips.


	This guide for CMS Made Simple is based on practical and working solutions allowing you to understand how this powerful and simple application can support you in your daily work. The workshop helps you create engaging, effective, and easy-to-use CMS websites for businesses, clubs, or organizations.


	This is a step- by-step case study, aimed at helping you build a complete professional website with CMS Made Simple. You can take a ready-to-use template or implement your own custom design, enrich the website with features like a photo gallery, an e-commerce solution with PayPal checkout, and forms of any complexity or popular JQuery effects and finish it off by optimizing it for search engines. The useful HTML and CSS code snippets are optimized and can be easily adapted for your own projects. Chapter by chapter you will put yourself in the role of web designer, developer, administrator, and business manager, thus learning every aspect needed for building rich websites that are very simple to manage.


	A tutorial for beginners intended to equip them to build a fully functional website with a professional touch and advanced features


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Develop powerful, engaging, effective, and easy-to-use CMS websites for businesses, clubs, or organizations
	
		Implement your own design or any HTML /CSS template into CMS Made Simple with step-by-step instructions
	
		Integrate an e-commerce shop with PayPal checkout
	
		Easily implement YouTube videos into templates or pages
	
		Create custom forms of any complexity with individual fields using a builder
	
		Integrate a photo gallery or newsletter feature with ready-to-use modules
	
		Build print-friendly PDF versions of your sites on the fly
	
		Develop protected pages available only for members and manage visitor logins with a sign-in form
	
		Build your own functionality with module maker



	Approach

	This is a practical, hands-on book based around a case study website, which you will build in this easy-to-understand workshop by using CMS Made Simple. The case study grows chapter by chapter, from CMS installation to the finished website. It provides clear instructions and detailed screenshots, so you can see exactly what to do at each step of the build.


	When you have completed the case study, you will have the knowledge and confidence to build a website with rich functionality and individual design that is optimized for search engines and can be handed over to the customer.


	Who this book is written for

	This book is perfect for newcomers as well as webmasters who are looking for an introduction to building powerful and professional websites with a content management system. Basic knowledge of HTML and CSS is the only requirement. The workshop covers all aspects of web publishing and is aimed for web designers, web developers, editors, and web managers.
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Mastering Selenium WebDriverPackt Publishing, 2015

	Increase the performance, capability, and reliability of your automated checks by mastering Selenium WebDriver


	About This Book

	
		Create an extensible test framework in Java supporting parallel execution with TestNG
	
		Understand the power, simplicity, and limitations of the core Selenium...



		

Magic GraphsBirkhauser, 2012

	Magic squares are among the more popular mathematical recreations. Over the last 50 years, many generalizations of “magic” ideas have been applied to graphs. Recently there has been a resurgence of interest in “magic labelings” due to a number of results that have applications to the problem of decomposing graphs into...


		

ABC of Aids (ABC Series)BMJ Books, 2001

	(BMJ Books) Univ. College London, UK. Reference for healthcare personnel managing patients with HIV infection. Contains data in a concise and easy-to-read format. Thoroughly revised and gives an overview of all aspects of HIV/AIDS. Well illustrated in color and halftone. Includes the latest data on epidemiology, psychosocial effects,...





	

An R and S-Plus® Companion to Multivariate Analysis (Springer Texts in Statistics)Springer, 2007

	
		Applied statisticians often need to perform analyses of multivariate data; for these they will typically use one of the statistical software packages, S-Plus or R. This book sets out how to use these packages for these analyses in a concise and easy-to-use way, and will save users having to buy two books for the job. The author is...



		

E-Mail: Communicate Effectively (NetEffect Series)Prentice Hall, 2002
This easy-to-read, in-depth book contains comprehensive information and expert advice on communicating effectively and responsibly through e-mail. It provides readers with learning activities, tools, and tips to help them actually change behaviors and learn this critical workplace skill. Five chapters cover a variety of e-mail topics: saving...

		

Mathematics for MultimediaAcademic Press, 2003

	Beautiful mathematical ideas abound in multimedia software! Some are not
	encountered until late in undergraduate or even postgraduate study, whereas they
	can be appreciated and used much earlier. This book presents a few dozen such
	pearls, strung together by their ubiquity in many applications. It is based on
	the course Topics in...
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